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Overview of Flow Research Studies
What’s in the Flow Research studies? Here’s an outline of volumes I through IV. These are the
individual studies covering Coriolis, Magnetic, Ultrasonic, and Vortex flowmeters worldwide:
Chapter One:
Chapter Two:
Chapter Three:
Chapter Four:
Chapter Five:
Chapter Six:
Chapter Seven:

Executive Summary
Introduction
Product and Technology Analysis
Market Size and Forecast through 2005
Market Shares by Region and Industry
Strategies for Success
Company Profiles

Chapter One-Executive Summary: Concisely presents the main conclusions of the study.
Chapter Two-Introduction: Presents the methodology and key definitions of terms used in the
study. Defines the countries included in the five geographic regions used: North America,
Europe, Japan, Asia without Japan, and Rest of World.
Chapter Three-Product and Technology Analysis: Presents the theory of operation of the
flowmeter in question (Coriolis, magnetic, ultrasonic, or vortex). Provides a detailed analysis of
the products by model name. This is a new feature in these studies, and provides a complete
overview of the available products on the market worldwide from virtually every supplier.
Chapter Four-Market Size and Forecast Through 2007: By compiling together the sales data
from the individual companies contacted, we have been able to determine actual market size.
Market is forecast by geographic region, and in terms of various market segments specific to
each type of meter. This chapter tells you the dollar amount of each type of flowmeter sold
in each geographic region, and the number of units sold.
Chapter Five-Market Shares by Region and by Industry: Provide market share analysis for
each type of flowmeter by geographic region and by industry. Industries covered include oil &
gas, refining, chemical, food & beverage, pulp & paper, pharmaceutical, metals & mining,
power, water & wastewater, and other.
Chapter Six-Strategies for Success: Contains strategies that flowmeter suppliers can use to
gain market share, and to expand their presence in the market.
Chapter Seven-Company Profiles: Contains detailed information on the suppliers of the type
of flowmeter in question. Includes detailed information on company history and the products
supplied by each company.
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Flow Research has conducted a series of studies on the worldwide flowmeter market. All studies
are currently available and are part of a 10-volume series of flowmeter studies. Please let us
know which of these studies you would like more detailed information on.
Name _____________________________ Title _________________________
Company ________________________________________
Street __________________________________ City ______________________
State/Country ________________________________ Zip Code __________________
Phone ________________________________ Website ____________________________
Fax ______________________________ Email ____________________________
Send us information on the following studies:
______ Volume I: The World Market for Coriolis Flowmeters (2003)
______ Volume II: The World Market for Magnetic Flowmeters (2003)
______ Volume III: The World Market for Ultrasonic Flowmeters (2003)
______ Volume IV: The World Market for Vortex Flowmeters (2003)
______ Volume V: The World Market for New Technology Flowmeters (2003)
______ Volume VI: Worldwide Survey of Flowmeter Users (2001) (299 phone interviews)
______ Volume VII: The World Market for Positive Displacement Flowmeters (2002)
______ Volume VIII: The World Market for Turbine Flowmeters (2002)
______ Volume IX: The World Market for Pressure Transmitters (Jan. 2004)
______ Volume X: The World Market for Flowmeters (2003) (includes all flowmeter types)
______ Send information on your entire series of studies.
______ Add my name to the distribution list for Hot Topics. Specify email address _______
Please fax this sheet back to Flow Research at 781-224-7552, or send an email to
jesse@flowresearch.com. Thanks for your interest in Flow Research studies!

